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1. Worm Life Cycle
Many of us dissected worms in biology class
and most have used them for fishing bait, but
few know much about the lives of Eisenia
fetida. Called “red wrigglers” by composters
or “panfish” or “trout worms” by others,
they belong to the Lumbricidae family of
earthworms and are the only worms you
should consider using in a compost bin. I did
try this once with other types of worms, but
it failed and we came home to find escaped
worms all over the floor.
Reproduction
Worms are hermaphroditic, that is, they are
both male and female, however, they do
require a partner for reproduction. Adult
worms line up their clitella (the light-colored
band near their front third; some call these
worms “banded” worms because of this ring)
with their partner’s genital openings and
exchange sperm. Shortly after mating, the
worms start laying about two cocoons per
week. These little, whitish-yellow, blob-shaped
cocoons typically hold three to six worms each
and are found near the soil’s surface. They are
formed from mucus secreted from the worm,
which hardens around deposited reproductive
material. The developing worms eat a
nutritional “egg sac” during their gestation. The
“egg stage” ends after about three weeks and the
cocoon turns maroon. One to three weeks
later, the juvenile worms emerge.
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Life Cycle
Worms are only a half an inch long and less than a sixteenth of an inch thick
when they hatch. They spend a month or two as juveniles. As they mature, they
develop the clitella band around their bodies about a third of the way down from
their mouth. Once the ring is fully developed and turns orange, they can start
mating.
Aside from reproduction, worms spend most of their lives eating half
their body weight each day and moving through soil using an undulating motion
and tiny bristles that help them grip the tunnel walls.
I found no consensus on the red wriggler’s lifespan. Estimates vary from
two to six years. This makes sense, as it would be difficult to identify individual
worms and track them over their lifetime.
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2. Worm Anatomy
Red wrigglers are complex composting machines! They’re built to live
underground and eat their way through decaying material, leaving behind worm
castings, otherwise known as “compost gold.”
External Anatomy
Red wrigglers are tube-shaped animals made up of up to 120 segments. The name
of their phylum—Annelida—comes from the Latin phrase “little rings.” The
front is easy to find as it is marked by a lighter-colored band a little ways down
called the clitellum (see chapter 1). Worms have two primary openings: a mouth
in front and anus in rear, but most of their interaction with their environment
happens through the skin. The outer layer—the cuticle—protects the worm.
Each segment has a set of setae, which are bristles that jut out and help the worm
grip the earth. Just below the cuticle is the epidermis, which contains nerves that
inform the primitive brain (see below) about surrounding conditions. Below the
epidermis is a layer of nerves that provide tactile information. And below all of
this is a series of longitudinal and ringed muscles that allow the worm to scrunch
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Internal Anatomy
It’s a little evolutionary joke to say that all animals are just digesting tubes with
bodies built around them, so let’s start with the digestive tract, from the point of
view of a chunk of old mango. After passing through the small mouth (“buccal
cavity”) at the tip of the front of the body, the small piece of food passes through
the pharynx (the membrane-lined cavity behind the mouth) and down the
esophagus into the crop. In the mouth, the worm detects mineral levels and
edibility, seeking more edible bits. In the esophagus, glands excrete excess calcium
into the food. The crop is a primary stomach that stores food and continues the
digestive process. The gizzard follows, and is a muscle-lined sack that contains
sand and grit swallowed by the worm. Food bits are ground up by the rocks in
the gizzard before passing into the intestines, where secreted fluids digest it.
Intestines are the rear two-thirds of the worm. Blood vessels on the intestinal
walls absorb the nutrients into the worm’s body. Worms, like us, have a gut
microbiome (organisms, fungi, bacteria, etc.) that aid them in digestion. Finally,
the waste material is excreted out of the anus. Liquid waste is excreted through
the skin.
Worms have a closed circulatory system with blood vessels and pumping
organs. A ventral blood vessel (along the bottom) brings blood to the rear of the
body. It rises up through capillaries into the dorsal blood vessel before heading
back to the front of the body. The whole system is driven by five simple, parallel
hearts called aortic arches. Oxygen is taken in and carbon dioxide is expelled
through the skin. Worms need moist skin to allow the diffusion of gasses — they
suffocate when dry and drown when under water.
Worms have a simple nervous system. Their brain, known as the cerebral
ganglia, located at what humans would call the “head,” is a bundle of neurons that
process moisture levels, temperature, vibrations, and light. They sense the first
three through their skin and the fourth through a primitive eye, that can only
detect light and shadow. The worm responds to these stimuli by digging deeper
or surfacing. They must also be able to sense other worms at least to mate, but I
could not find much written about this.
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3. Feed the Worms

the odors and help keep the bin environment healthy, while the greens are largely
food for worms. One rule of thumb is that if it stinks after sitting for a few days,
it’s likely a green, if not, it’s a brown.
Greens/Nitrogen
✗ Melon and squash rinds
✗ Fruit and vegetable peelings and skins (see “Don’t Feeds” below for
exceptions)
✗ Leafy greens
✗ Breads and pastas
✗ Coffee grounds and tea leaves (and bags)
Browns/Carbon
✗ Shredded, wetted paper and cardboard (newsprint, nonbleached office
paper, NOT glossy or magazine—when in doubt, just recycle it)
✗ Eggshells (crushed and ground is best)
✗ Egg cartons
✗ Dry leaves
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The “Don’t-Feeds”
Worms do not like acidic foods, nor those that are too hard, dry, large, or toxic.
This category has two divisions. Some foods shouldn’t be fed because they’ll
create an unwanted situation (e.g., smell, growth, or pest attraction). Others
should be avoided because they’re toxic. A few of these modify the “Do-Feeds,”
such as citrus peels, which are fruit peelings but are too acidic.
Avoid
✗ Citrus and pineapple peels (too acidic, but will eventually break down
and be eaten)
✗ Garlic and onion peels (too smelly, but will be eaten eventually)
✗ Tomato, potato, or other sprouting foods (which will be eaten, but you
have to kill the sprouts; also be careful of putting too much tomato waste,
which is moderately acidic)
✗ Processed foods with lots of preservatives and chemicals (these are made
to inhibit the breakdown we rely on in composting)
✗ Salt and oil, such as salad dressing
✗ Meat and dairy foods (they become rancid, smell, and attract insect and
mammal pests)
✗ Large amounts of vegetable matter (like grass clippings) that would raise
the temperature of the bin
✗ Avacado and other large fruit pits
Toxic
✗ Yard or garden waste treated with pesticides, chemicals, or nonorganic
fertilizers.
✗ Animal feces
✗ Paper whitened with bleach or made colorful and glossy.
✗ Sawdust from treated lumber
When in doubt, don’t feed it to the worms unless you would eat it or it is
a “brown” described above (which most people don’t eat, but I won’t judge if
you do).
Preparing Foods
Just like us, worms like food prepared to be more easily ingested. The best thing
to do is to blend up the food scraps before adding it to the bin. Allowing
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nitrogen-rich foods to break down for a few days in a tightly lidded compost pail
is thought to jump start the compost process, too.
If flies or other pests are becoming an issue, the compost can be frozen
and then thawed before putting in the bin. Others microwave the compost (the
term “hot garbage” comes to mind) to kill of organisms.
Adding Foods to the Bin
Simply dumping fresh scraps on top of the surface will work, but this is not the
best practice as it will attract flies and let off more smell than you would like.
One popular method is to spread out the scraps and then put a few layers of wet
newspaper on top to keep off the flies and make a dark and inviting environment
for the worms to come up into. My preference is to carefully dig a trench and
deposit the fresh scraps, which are then covered with worm castings. The next
feeding is deposited in a parallel trench, and so on across the substrate.
Worms can eat half their body weight each day, so a pound of worms (ca.
1000) can take about 3.5 lb each week. It is better to underfeed worms than
overfeed them, and small additions over the week are better than saving
everything up for a fortnightly addition.
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4. Worm Housing
Cursory web searches for “vermicomposting” turn up images of stacked bins, but
worms are not picky and thrive in many configurations. We can quickly satisfy
what the worms need and then concentrate on what system is best for the worm
farmer.
The Worm Real Estate Market
Red wrigglers are near-surface-dwelling earthworms, staying in the top 8 in of
soil. Their preferred habitat is in decaying organic matter, not the soil, which
does not hold much nutrition for them. They like some moisture, but not too
much (as they breathe through their skin, they can drown if submerged under
water). They dislike light and movement. Their ideal temperature range is 55–
77°F. If we meet these conditions, the worms don’t care if they’re living in a
plastic tub, reclaimed barn-board bins, an expensive designer composting palace
($375 from Williams-Sonoma)1 or a literal hole in the ground.
Considerations for the Would-Be Worm Farmer
Worm farmers should consider the size as well as location and mobility needs of
their system. The general rule of thumb is 1 ft² of surface area for each weekly
pound of food scraps (or 0.2 m²/kg/week). Individual mileage may vary, but a
family of two might be looking at 4 lb/week so a composting system with 4
square feet of surface area would be needed.
In warmer climates, worms will stay active living outside in the shade,
although their productivity slows down outside their ideal temperature range. In
colder areas, outdoor worms need protection from freezing weather or the ability
to move their bin inside, preferably to a basement location.
The size and mobility of a system are related: a big system may be too
heavy and cumbersome to move. For those that want to move their bins inside
for the winter but need a bigger system, a series of bins might be a good answer.
Otherwise, permanent outdoor (but covered) locations give the most flexibility
for bigger systems.
Those who can get by with a smaller system (say, under 6 ft²), have the
most options: mobile bins or outdoor builds.
1https://www.williams-sonoma.com/products/solar-assist-composter/
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Mobile Bins
Bins are essentially stacking boxes with screened bottoms. These can be made out
of plastic, wood, or any other material that can withstand constant moisture. The bins are
rotated to create a slow-moving treadmill for the worms. Bedding and food scraps go in the
bottom bin with the worms. As they finish eating the scraps and the bottom bin fills up, a
second bin is placed on top. The bottom of the new bin must rest on the surface of the
worm castings. Then new scraps are put in the top bin and the worms crawl through a
screen attached to or holes drilled in the bottom. The bottom can be removed as the worms
migrate, the castings taken out and then this bin can become the next top level. The worms
keep moving upward in an endless cycle of bins and food scraps.
Bins must maintain the worm ideal conditions. It should be taken inside if the
average daily temperature drops below 55°F and when outside, it should be in the shade—
those in hot areas might not be able to put them outside in the hottest part of the summer.
Moisture can become an issue for plastic bins, as the walls hold it in. Ventilation is needed,
either in the form of drilled holes in the tops of the sides or on the lid that covers the system
to keep it in darkness.
These can be built at home for tens of dollars. You can see my recent build of a
plastic bin in this blog post2 or the wooden bin I built a few years ago in another post.3
These are also available from a variety of retailers — I have not used these and list them for
illustrative purposes, not as a recommendation. The Can-O-Worms4 is a simple design and
has the best name I’ve come across; a friend had one and recommended it to me. The
Worm Factory5 seems to be a souped-up version of the Can-O-Worms. Or you can spend
a lot more for the Williams-Sonoma solar assist composter.6
Permanent Outdoor Systems
If you have enough vegetable matter and the inclination, a larger, permanent, outdoor
worm system may be an option. These systems can be large with a greater capacity to
devour rotting material and a huge worm population. These generally come in four
configurations: migrating windrows, raised or sunken beds, worm tunnels, and flowthrough systems. Windrow systems are long, straight mounds of rotting scraps on one side
and finished worm castings on the other. The worm farmer scatters new scraps on one side
and worms migrate that way to feast. As they move towards the scrap side, they leave
behind castings. Over months, the scrap side grows and the casting side can be harvested. In
this way, the windrow migrates slowly across the space. These are usually open-air systems
2https://lowtechinstitute.org/2018/03/21/new-worm-bin/
3https://lowtechinstitute.org/2017/01/05/low-tech-designs-wooden-worm-bin-1-0/
4http://www.abundantearth.com/store/canoworms.html
5https://wormcompostinghq.com/worm-bin/best-worm-bin/
6https://www.williams-sonoma.com/products/solar-assist-composter/
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so probably not the best thing next to your (or neighbor’s!) house (as seen in this video
from Northwest Redworms).7
Raised or sunken beds are what they say: a rectangular construction that holds a
mass of worms. Both can be built with wooden, cinder-block, or brick sides and sunken
beds can also have PVC or pond-liner sides placed against the walls of the dug-down pit.
Both should be one or two feet in depth or height and open to the soil below. This allows
microorganisms and mycelium to grow up through the mass and help the decomposition
and farmers need not worry about losing their worms as they don’t generally like to dig
down too deep. In cold areas, these should be deep enough to prevent complete freezing
during the winter and lids, as well as straw insulation can help keep the worms happier in
cold months. Placement is an issue for these permanent installations and shade, damp
mulch, and/or lids are necessary to keep the bed from overheating in the summer. These
can take on a larger amount of scraps (depending on the size) than mobile systems, but are
generally smaller than windrows. You can see an example online.8 Sunken beds can also be
created with partitions separated by perforated walls. One chamber can be filled with fresh
scraps over time and the worms will chow down. As this chamber fills, the neighboring
chamber can then be filled and the worms will finish in the first chamber and migrate to the
second, leaving finished castings behind for harvest.9
Worm tunnels are smaller systems than the other permanent ones. They are
essentially a tube or hatch built into the ground into which scraps can be thrown and
worms living in the ground can then access the tubes. The idea is that the worms crawl in,
eat the food and crawl out to deposit their castings in the surrounding garden beds. A neat
idea, but the least-commonly used of those described online.10
Flow-through systems are the closest to treadmills for worms. Usually contained
in large buildings, these systems use a conveyor belt that can be turned by cranks to move a
mound of composting mass from one end of the space to another. Worms work on fresh
scraps on one end, and as space runs out to add more vegetable matter, the conveyor belt is
turned, dropping finished castings off the other end and exposing more belt space for
additional material. Another type of flow-through system uses gravity: large upright
containers receive organic material in the top and the bottom has an opening to release
finished castings. This type of flow-through system has been miniaturized into mobile bin as
well.11
7https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8vj5szFjbQ
8http://dominicleotti.com/build-simple-inground-worm-pit or more information here:
https://www.thespruce.com/what-are-worm-beds-2540079
9http://www.notesonzoology.com/india/vermiculture/large-scale-and-small-scalevermicomposting/1415
10https://deepgreenpermaculture.com/diy-instructions/build-a-worm-tunnel-vermicompostingsystem/ and https://garden.org/regional/report/arch/inmygarden/3430
11https://www.wormfarmingrevealed.com/continuous-flow-through-bins.html
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5. Pests
Compost systems attract fruit flies—any composter has experienced these little
blighters12— but vermicompost systems mimic the soil and attract a wide variety
of creepy crawlies. This is a quick rundown of these insects, many of which are
beneficial and help break down the organic matter being dumped into your worm
bin.
A few general measures can be taken to prevent most unwanted pests.
Store the worm bin in an enclosed location (garage, shed, basement, etc.). Make
sure the lid is secure or, if you need to let the bin breath, use fabric or mosquito
netting covering the opening tightly. Fresh food scraps should be buried and some
report success cutting the scraps small and freezing them to kill any incoming
eggs. Also feed small scraps regularly rather than a large pile occasionally. Keep it
vegan: do not add meat, dairy, or dog poo (which shouldn’t be added in the first
place), as these attract different bugs.
Beneficial
Many organisms are beneficial for your vermicompost because they either help
break down the compost, or they indicate a good growing environment.
Earwigs
This dark-loving insect will help decompose the compost
and will not harm your worms. They can’t really pinch you
— at least not hard — with their fierce-looking rear-end.
Springtails
These hexapods (not insects) are one of the most abundant
life forms on the planet and carry spores and bacteria that
help break down vegetable matter. They’re unavoidable but
are beneficial to the worm bin and indicate the right
environmental conditions. They get their name from their
tail, which can help them bounce away as you turn the
compost.
12An easy-to-make fruit-fly trap: https://lowtechinstitute.org/2018/07/24/fruit-fly-trap/
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Millipedes
These arthropods are one of the oldest land animals and get
their name, as every third grader knows, from its
“thousand” legs. These guys have two pairs of legs per body
segment and are beneficial decomposers, unlike their
predatory cousins, the centipede, which have one set of legs
per body segment (see below).
Soldier Flies
These nocturnal flies are likely to lay eggs in your worm
bin and the resulting larvae look like maggots. As long as
you’re not putting meat in the bin(!), then you’ve probably
got soldier flies and it’s no big deal. The larvae help
decompose rotting organic matter (faster than worms) and
the flies, while pesky, do not bite, nor do they spread
disease. These flies actually deter house flies. Many people
actively cultivate these larvae to feed to their chickens,
reptiles, or amphibians.
Benign
Some bugs are not harmful to your worms, but they may not provide any benefit
either. Some indicate that your worm bin might not be an ideal environment
(i.e., too dry or wet).
Roly Polys
This vegetarian crustacean is not interested in your worms
and helps with decomposing rotting vegetation, but it
thrives in a wet environment, so keep an eye on moisture
levels.
Pot Worms
These worms look like infant red wrigglers, but they are
their own species. Although they won’t harm your worms,
they indicate too much moisture is present in the bin. Dry
it out with some shredded paper and insure good
ventilation.
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Fruit Flies
These flies are annoying but won’t hurt your worms. Still,
it is worth getting rid of them as soon as you can, before
they become a cloud of tiny, zipping worms: be sure no
food scraps are visible on the surface of the worm bed, do
not leave out fruit on the counter, protect your
dishwashing sponge, take out the trash, and clean counters
and surfaces. And finally, make a trap from vinegar and
soap.
Ants
These could go in the malignant category, but they aren’t as
actively harmful as those bugs, just pesky. Ants compete for
resources and can cause an infestation in your home, so it is
best to get rid of them. They can indicate a too-dry worm
bin, so moisten it up! Cinnamon sprinkled around the bin
(or diatomaceous earth) will encourage them to move on.
Or, if your bin is small, create a moat: place pans of water
with blocks of wood as supports for the bin and the ants
can’t gain access.
Malignant
While I won’t comment on the individual character of the following organisms,
they are not helpful, and are often harmful, to find in your worm bin.
Centipedes
These arthropods are related to millipedes, but they use
toxic venom to incapacitate their prey, which can include
worms. Remove them if you spot them. Gloves might be a
good idea, as some can bite humans.
Earthworm Mites
These little red mites come from a diverse group of
arthropods, most of which are found in the soil, breaking
down organic matter. These little blighters will compete
with worms for food and, some sources say, will hurt your
worms (but I think this is just mites eating dead worms). At
any rate, it drives the worms down away from the fresh
food, so it is best to discourage them. A slice of bread (plain
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or soaked in milk) on top of the heap will fill up with mites and can be removed
and destroyed daily. Also, letting the bed dry out a bit might help drive them out.
An emergency method is to flood the bed, driving the mites to the surface and
burn them with a blow torch.
Slugs and Snails
These are not common nor problematic to the worms per se, but should be
picked out of the bins if seen, as they will lay eggs in your compost and then
you’ll have a slug infestation wherever you use it. Yikes.
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